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The process.…in a nutshell 
• Run/Refine a PubMed affiliation search: YU & RU
−Same search in Altmetric Explorer for Librarians
• Download the data in Excel: Refine: 
−Locate e-mail addresses
−Add publication dates – Open Access or subscription
−Include Google Scholar citations to all articles
• Plot AAS, News outlets, GS Citations in Tableau
• E-Mail Profs at YU & RU about the AAS and 
request to complete the online survey on Research 
Metrics
• Talk about possibilities…
yFile: Why only here?
High AAS from YU March ‘17: G. Scholar Citations in Red
("york university"[Affiliation]) NOT ("new york"[Affiliation] OR 
"1new york"[Affiliation]) 
2016-15: Google Scholar/AAS/News Outlets BAR COLOURS
- Red: Subscription journal/Not OA
- Green: Open Access
- Blue: Open PMC
- Light Green: Open (YorkSpace)
- Purple : Open (Research Gate)
2016-15: Hot Topics
Helping Connect with Faculty: Research 
Metrics
Were you aware: You are famous!!
Yes: 11
No: 26
Yes: 2
No: 6
Ryerson U.
York U.
Promoting my 
research……
ResearchGate
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• Ryerson Digital 
Repository
• LinkedIn
York U.
Ryerson U.
YU: After knowing about AAS: Importance of  statistics
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Journal Impact 
Factor
Citation Count h-Index News media 
mentions (# of 
mentions in 
mass or 
popular media)
Social Activity 
Online (# of 
mentions on 
micro-blogging 
sites)
Altmetrics & 
Altmetric 
Attention Score
Other 
responses
I would be interested in knowing more about these research impact metrics
YU: What metrics do they want to know about
YU: Altmetrics and Career Advancement

Creating a Canadian Research Impact 
Portal
Altmetrics Portal for Canadian Universities?
LSE  & 
CSHL 
Repositories

Can basic AAS data show up in Web of Science? For institutions subscribing to WoS?
In our Teaching & 
Learning….
Altmetrics: Making Inroads 
•Collection Development & research 
landscape
•Discussing metrics with faculty and 
graduate students
•Altmetrics in Institutional Repositories
•Altmetric: University Research Office & 
Media Communications
•Altmetric: Scholars Portal & OCUL
•Altmetric: Funding Agencies
